
       Mission Ready  

This task could could well be the best time investment of your whole life! Getting deep 
and real with who you are today and who you’re striving to become is the best time 
investment one can do.


Through proper planning and intent you create a fulfilled life, one with purpose, 
satisfaction and accomplishment. By not planning you leave yourself in a reactive state to 
the mercy of this fast paced unforgiving world.


You’ve got an exciting life and the world needs you at your best!


The New Man Transformation will give you the tools, direction and incentives to transform 
your mindset and physique so you can accomplish life at your best.


                                      Living Principles 

• What 5 rules, principles or guidelines will you live your life by? 
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                            Physical Standards  
• What principles will you live by to protect and promote your physical health? 

                        

                     Create The MAN You Aspire To Be 

Decide the type of person you want to be by asking yourself these questions, take some 
time to think about each one, the deeper you can go the more POWER you’ll draw from 
exposing yourself.


You’ll have tough days so been clear on what you want and the type of person you want 
to be. This is imperative for building discipline and consistency.
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1) Who is the type of person who can achieve the outcomes that I want? 

 2) Who do I want to be? (Think positive role models / what are you missing /how do yo want to be 
remembered.. 

3) What values do I want to stand for? 

4) Which specific goal do I want to achieve? (Be specific and realistic) 

5) What are the necessary steps I need to take to get there?  
• (Brainstorm the possible steps you need to take) 



7) Why do I want to reach that goal?  
• What’s the deeper reason? WHY do you want to reach X,Y,Z ? What will you do that you 

currently wont? 

8) How would my life change if I achieve that goal? 
• What would you do that you're not doing now? 

9) How do I expect to feel after I reach that goal? 
• Confident? Satisfied with life? Inspired? Driven? 

10) Which problem do I want to solve? 
• Is it an emotional problem? 

11) What is the first thing I need to do to move towards that goal? 
• Audit your lifestyle, what’s the 1-2 key things you need to change  


